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ABSTRACT 

Aim. Scarce data are available whether cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) assessment 

of myocardial deformation provides independent and incremental prognostic 

information in patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). The 

aim of the present study was to investigate the prognostic utility of CMR feature-

tracking derived left ventricular (LV) global circumferential strain (GCS) in STEMI 

patients. Methods. A total of 180 patients (mean age 60±12 years, 72% male) 

admitted because of a first STEMI were included. CMR with late gadolinium 

enhancement (LGE) imaging was performed to assess LV function, infarct size, and 

microvascular obstruction. The feature-tracking analysis was applied to cine-CMR 

short-axis images to assess LV GCS. Patients were followed-up for a median of 95 

months. The outcome event was a composite endpoint including cardiovascular death, 

aborted sudden cardiac death, and hospitalization for heart failure. Results. During 

follow-up, 40 (22%) patients experienced at least 1 event. After adjustment for other 

clinical and CMR imaging characteristics, LV GCS remained significantly and 

independently associated with the outcome event (HR 1.16 per %; 95% CI 1.07-1.25; p 

<0.001). A significant increase of global χ2 was observed when adding LV GCS to a 

model including clinical and non-contrast CMR variables (χ2 change = 8.2; p = 0.004) 

and to a model including clinical, non-contrast and LGE variables (χ2 change = 4.8; p 

=0.028). Conclusion. LV GCS assessed by CMR feature-tracking can predict a worse 

long-term prognosis in patients admitted with a first STEMI. More importantly, the 

predictive ability of LV GCS is incremental to other clinical and CMR variables. 

KEYWORDS: cardiac magnetic resonance; feature-tracking; global circumferential 

strain; ST-elevation myocardial infarction; prognosis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging has emerged as a highly valuable 

technique for the risk stratification of patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction 

(STEMI).[1-3] CMR provides the unique opportunity to non-invasively evaluate left 

ventricular (LV) volumetric and functional parameters and the extent of irreversible 

myocardial damage with high accuracy and reproducibility during a single examination. 

In recent year, several CMR techniques have emerged that permit us to directly assess 

myocardial deformation, which has been demonstrated to be more closely related to 

myocyte metabolism and contractility than LV ejection fraction (EF).[4] Among these 

techniques, CMR feature-tracking has gained prominence as a fast and accurate 

modality for the assessment of LV strain using the basic cine CMR sequences without 

any need for a specific encoding pulse and its utility has been demonstrated in a 

number of cardiac states.[5-10] However, Scarce data are available whether CMR 

assessment of myocardial strain provides independent and incremental prognostic 

information in STEMI patients. The aim of the present study was to investigate the 

prognostic utility of CMR feature-tracking derived LV global circumferential strain 

(GCS) in patients admitted with a first STEMI and treated with primary percutaneous 

coronary intervention (PCI).  

 

METHODS 

Study Population 

A total of 180 patients admitted because of a first STEMI in the coronary care unit of 

the Azienda Sanitaria Universitaria Integrata, Udine, Italy between 2005 and 2014, and 

referred to CMR with late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging early after the acute 
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coronary syndrome were included in this retrospective analysis. All patients 

underwent immediate coronary angiography and primary PCI. Patients with 

hemodynamic instability, irregular heart rhythm, significant valve heart disease, severe 

renal insufficiency and conventional contra-indication to CMR were excluded.  

All patients provided written informed consent for the CMR investigation and their 

anonymized medical information was included in a database approved the institutional 

review board. 

 

CMR acquisition protocol 

CMR studies were performed using a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Siemens Avanto, Erlangen, 

Germany) with a cardiac phased-array receiver surface coil and ECG-gating after a 

median of 8 days (25th–75th percentiles 4-18 days) following the index event. Vertical 

and horizontal long-axis slices and a stack of contiguous cine short-axis slices from the 

atrioventricular ring to the apex were acquired using a steady-state free-precession 

pulse sequence. LGE images were acquired using the same slice coverage as cine 

images 10 minutes after intravenous injection of 0.2 mmol/kg gadolinium-based 

contrast agent using an inversion-recovery gradient-echo sequence pulse, adjusting 

the inversion time to optimize nulling of normal myocardium.  

 

CMR data analysis 

Cine-CMR and LGE images were analyzed offline using CMR42 (Circle Cardiovascular 

Imaging, Calgary, Canada). LV end-diastolic and end-systolic volume (EDV and ESV), LV 

mass and LVEF were measured using the standard volumetric technique from the cine 

short-axis images.[11] LVEDV, LVESV and LV mass were indexed for patient’s body 
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surface area. The infarct size (IS, i.e. the size of LGE expressed as % of LV myocardium) 

and the presence of microvascular obstruction (MVO) were determined as previously 

described.[3, 12] Cine-CMR basal, mid and apical short-axis images were analysed 

offline using 2D Cardiac Performance Analysis Software (TomTec, Munich, Germany). 

Following uploading of the short-axis images, the brightness was optimized to ensure 

optimal endocardial/blood pool discrimination. The endocardial border was manually 

traced on the end-diastolic frame and the software automatically propagated the 

contour and followed its features throughout the cardiac cycle. Adjustment of contour 

tracking was done after visual assessment during cine loop playback to ensure that the 

LV segments were tracked appropriately. The software automatically calculated the LV 

GCS. 

 

Outcome data 

Patients were followed-up (after CMR date) for a median duration of 95 months 

(interquartile range 44–102 months). All medical records were reviewed to determine 

the occurrence of hospital admission due to cardiovascular causes; mortality status, 

date, and cause of death events occurred during the follow-up period were verified 

from the regional database. Medical records were also analysed for the occurrence of 

implantation of implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICD). Analysis of all ICD 

interrogation records was performed to assess ICD therapies among ICD recipients; 

defibrillator discharges or anti-tachycardia pacing were considered an appropriate 

therapy if the device was triggered by ventricular fibrillation or ventricular tachycardia. 

The outcome event was a composite endpoint, which included 1) cardiovascular death; 

2) aborted sudden cardiac death, defined as a nonfatal episode of ventricular 
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fibrillation or sustained ventricular tachycardia requiring external cardioversion or 

appropriate implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) therapy; and 3) hospitalization 

for heart failure.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Continuous variables are expressed as mean and SD or as median and 25th to 75th 

percentiles, when appropriate. Categorical data are presented as absolute numbers 

and percentages. Univariate linear regression analysis was performed to evaluate the 

relationship between LV GCS and the IS. Survival curves were generated by the 

Kaplan–Meier method and compared by the log-rank test. Univariate and multivariate 

(with automatic forward stepwise selection procedure) Cox proportional hazards 

analysis was used to test the association between the outcome event and baseline 

clinical and CMR covariates. Only variables with a probability value ≤0.05 at the 

univariate analyses were entered as covariates in the multivariate models. The 

incremental predictive value of LV GCS over the other clinical and CMR variables was 

assessed by calculating the global χ2 values. Receiver-operator-characteristics curve 

analysis was performed to determine the accuracy of baseline LV GCS to predict the 

occurrence of outcome events at follow-up. Two-tailed tests were considered 

statistically significant at the 0.05 level. Statistical analysis was performed using the 

SPSS 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois) software package. 

 

RESULTS 

The baseline clinical characteristics of the study population are summarized in Table 1. 

The mean age of the study population was 60±12 years and 72% were male. The 
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infarct-related artery was the left anterior descending in 104 (58%) patients and 171 

(95%) patients had post-PCI Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction flow grade 2-3. The 

CMR characteristics of the study population are summarized in Table 2. Mean LVEDV 

index was 83±20 ml/m2 and mean LVEF was 50±13%. Mean LV mass index was 55±12 

g/m2 and increased LV mass index was observed in 18 (10%) patients. Median infarct 

size was 13% (interquartile range, 5 to 30%) and 56 (31%) patients had MVO. Mean LV 

GCS was -16±5%. No significant difference was observed in LV GCS between anterior 

and non-anterior STEMI patients (-16±5% vs. -16±6%; p = 0.54) and between patients 

having normal and increased LV mass index ((-16±5% vs. -15±3%; p = 0.10). LV GCS was 

significantly impaired in STEMI patients having MVO compared to those without MVO 

(-13±5% vs. -18±5%; p <0.001) and was significantly related to the IS (r = 0.66, p 

<0.001).  

During follow-up (median 95 months, interquartile range 44–102 months), 40 (22%) 

patients experienced at least 1 event; 34 patients died from cardiovascular causes, 5 

patients had aborted sudden cardiac death and were successfully resuscitated, 12 

patients were hospitalized for heart failure, 2 of the 5 patients who received primary 

prevention ICD implantation experienced appropriate ICD therapy. At Kaplan-Meier 

analysis, the risk of outcome event significantly increased with worsening tertiles of LV 

GCS (log-rank p <0.001; Figure 1A), increasing tertiles of IS (log-rank p <0.001; figure 

1B) and with the presence of MVO (log-rank p <0.001; figure 1C). Table 3 shows the 

results of univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis to test the 

association between the outcome event and baseline clinical and CMR covariates. 

After adjustment for clinical and CMR imaging characteristics having univariate 

association with the outcome event at p ≤0.05 (i.e. diabetes mellitus, multivessel 
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disease, peak troponin I, LVESV index, LVEF, IS and MVO), LV GCS remained 

significantly and independently associated with the outcome event (HR 1.39 per %; 

95% CI 1.20-1.62; p <0.001). Of note, a significant increase of global 2 was observed 

when adding LV GCS to a model including clinical and non-contrast CMR variables (2 

change = 8.2; p = 0.004) and to a model including clinical, non-contrast and LGE 

variables (2 change = 4.8; p =0.028). By receiver-operator-characteristics curve 

analysis, LV GCS ≥-17% provided the highest sensitivity (100%) and specificity (58%) to 

predict the occurrence of outcome events during follow-up (area under the curve = 

0.81, 95% CI 0.74-0.86; p <0.001). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Improvements in medical treatments and reperfusion therapies have dramatically 

reduced over the last decades the in-hospital death of patients admitted with STEMI; 

however, despite being optimally treated, the morbidity and mortality of patients who 

survive the acute stage of myocardial infarction is still significant, with a risk of illness 

and death that is 1.5 to 15 times higher than that of the general population.[13] These 

data suggest the need for a refinement of risk prediction in STEMI patients. Several 

non-invasive imaging tools have been proposed in the past to improve the risk 

stratification in this clinical setting; among them, CMR imaging has emerged as a highly 

valuable technique. CMR provides indeed the unique opportunity to non-invasively 

evaluate LV function parameters and the extent of irreversible myocardial damage, 

using LGE imaging, with high accuracy and reproducibility during a single examination. 

In particular, the assessment of IS and MVO has been convincingly demonstrated to be 
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useful for the prediction of all-cause death, hospitalization for heart failure and 

adverse arrhythmic cardiac events.[1-3] 

Due to its high spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio images, CMR imaging 

permits highly reliable tracking of myocardial deformation and evaluation of LV strain, 

as well;[4, 8, 14] consequently, CMR assessment of LV strain (which has been 

demonstrated to be more closely related to myocyte metabolism and contractility 

than LVEF) may result useful in the risk stratification of STEMI patients.[4] Historically, 

LV strain in CMR has been evaluated using the tagging technique; however, myocardial 

tagging (in which virtual markers in the myocardium are obtained with magnetization 

saturation bands) requires complex and time-consuming data acquisition and post-

processing.[8] The new CMR feature-tracking software system applied in the current 

study permits to overcome these challenges, allowing a fast and accurate assessment 

of LV strain using the basic cine-CMR sequences without any need for a specific 

encoding pulse.[8] Several studies have recently assessed the accuracy of this new 

technique (using CMR tagging as reference standard) and its reproducibility, showing 

that CMR feature-tracking measurement of LV GCS has the best agreement with CMR 

tagging measurement and the best reproducibility.[15] 

Previous CMR investigations have convincingly demonstrated the superiority of LV GCS 

to other strain parameters in distinguishing transmural from non-transmural scar both 

in acute and chronic myocardial infarction, and to predict LV functional recovery 6 

months after a successfully re-perfused STEMI, with non-inferior accuracy compared to 

LGE imaging.[4, 16-19] The damage of circumferential myofibers, secondary to more 

extensive ischemic injury spreading to the subepicardium, appears mandatory for an 

impairment of LV GCS and likely explains its superior clinical relevance over other 
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strain parameters in STEMI patients.[4] The results of the current study extend these 

previous observations and give information regarding the long-term prognostic utility 

of LV GCS assessed by CMR. Indeed, LV GCS was not only significantly and 

independently related to worse outcome, but provided incremental prognostic value 

over other CMR variables, including IS and MVO. Although surprising at first glance, 

this finding is likely explained by the previously described increased wall stress and 

dysfunction of remote, non-scarred, myocardium, which is indirectly caused by 

morphologic changes in the infarct-related myocardium (e.g. increased apical 

sphericity).[20] Long-lasting increased mechanical workload and energy demand of the 

remote myocardium may finally translate into adverse clinical consequences, which 

include impaired functional recovery with ongoing LV remodelling, heart failure 

development and increased arrhythmogenesis later during follow-up. 

Interestingly, two recent investigations failed to demonstrate an independent 

prognostic role of LV GCS assessed by CMR feature-tracking in STEMI patients;[21, 22] 

this could be explained by differences in the software used for the strain analysis, 

definition of the outcome event (e.g. Gavara et al.[21] and Eitel et al.[22] both 

included the occurrence of reinfarction in the outcome analysis, while this was not 

considered as an event in the current study), and duration of follow-up (which lasted 

90 months in the study of Gavara et al.[21],12 months in the study of Eitel et al.[22], 

and 95 months in the current study). 

In the present study, CMR assessment of LV GCS early after a first STEMI has been for 

the first time demonstrated to have an independent long-term prognostic role, 

incremental to other known prognosticators. Accordingly, CMR assessment of LV GCS 

in this group of patients may be proposed to refine the identification of subjects at risk 
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of events during follow-up; its implementation may be particularly useful when dealing 

with patients having contraindications to gadolinium-based contrast agents, when 

CMR scan time is an issue and when LGE images are of non-diagnostic quality. The 

ultimate goal of risk stratification is to start appropriate therapy for those deemed at 

risk in order to improve their outcome; patients with impaired LV GCS may benefit 

from aggressive medical therapy including early and high-dose administration of ACE- 

and aldosterone-inhibitors and from tighter clinical follow-up. 

This study has some limitations that should be acknowledged. First, patients with atrial 

fibrillation were not included in the study. In atrial fibrillation, feasibility and 

reproducibility of CMR feature-tracking analysis are indeed expected to be lower, 

because considerable variations of the R–R interval may compromise CMR image 

quality. Second, LV mechanics were assessed only in the circumferential direction; it is 

indeed known that longitudinal and radial mechanics, differently from circumferential 

mechanics, are not accurately and reproducibly measured with CMR feature-tracking 

analysis.[15] A third limitation of the present study is the relatively low number of 

included patients and observed events during follow-up; further prospective studies 

with larger sample size are therefore demanded to confirm these findings and 

definitively open the use of CMR feature-tracking derived LV GCS in STEMI patients. 
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of STEMI patients. 

Variable STEMI patients 

(n = 180) 

Age (years) 60±12 

Male gender 130 (72%) 

Family history of coronary artery disease 59 (33%) 

Diabetes mellitus 40 (22%) 

Hypertension * 87 (48%) 

Hypercholesterolemia † 112 (62%) 

Current or previous smoking 90 (50%) 

>2 coronary artery disease risk factors 66 (37%) 

Infarct related artery 

- Left anterior descending 

- Left circumflex 

- Right 

 

104 (58%) 

40 (22%) 

36 (20%) 

Multivessel coronary disease 80 (44%) 

Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction flow grade 2-3 171 (95%) 

Peak troponin I (ng/ml) 36 (11-100) 

Medication at discharge 

- Antiplatelet agents 

- angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors/ angiotensin receptor blockers 

- Beta-blockers 

- Statins 

 

180 (100%) 

163 (91%) 

166 (92%) 

171 (95%) 

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation or median (interquartile range) and n (%).  

*: Blood pressure ≥140/90 mm Hg or previous pharmacologic treatment. 

†: Total cholesterol ≥190 mg/dl or previous pharmacologic treatment. 
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Table 2. Cardiac magnetic resonance characteristics of STEMI patients. 

Variable STEMI patients 

(n = 180) 

Males 

(n = 130) 

Females 

(n = 50) 

p value 

Left ventricular end-diastolic volume index (ml/m2) 83±20 87±18 74±21 <0.001 

Left ventricular end-systolic volume index (ml/m2) 43±19 45±18 38±20 0.016 

Left ventricular ejection fraction (%) 50±13 49±12 51±14 0.33 

Left ventricular mass index (g/m2) 55±12 57±12 50±9 0.001 

Increased left ventricular mass index * 18 (10%) 12 (9%) 6 (12%) 0.78 

Infarct size (%) 13 (5-30) 15 (6-31) 6 (2-27) 0.025 

Microvascular obstruction 56 (31%) 46 (35%) 10 (20%) 0.050 

Global circumferential strain (%) -16±5 -16±5 -16±5 0.69 

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation or median (interquartile range) and n (%).  

*: According to the normal values published by Kawel-Boehm et al.[11] 
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Table 3. Univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis of baseline covariates in relation to outcome event. 

Variable Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis 

 HR (95% CI) p value HR (95% CI) p value 

Age (year) 1.02 (0.99-1.05) 0.14   

Male gender 1.56 (0.72-3.38) 0.26   

Family history of coronary artery 

disease 

0.67 (0.33-1.37) 0.27   

Diabetes mellitus 2.98 (1.59-5.58) 0.001 2.41 (1.26-4.61) 0.008 

Hypertension 1.74 (0.93-3.28) 0.09   

Hypercholesterolemia 1.23 (0.64-2.38) 0.54   

Current or previous smoking 1.00 (0.54-1.86) 1.00   

>2 coronary artery disease risk factors 1.44 (0.77-2.69) 0.25   

Left anterior descending as infarct 

related artery 

0.71 (0.38-1.32) 0.28   

Multivessel coronary disease 3.30 (1.68-6.50) 0.001 - - 

Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction 

flow grade 2-3 

0.38 (0.13-1.06) 0.065   

Peak troponin I (ng/ml) 1.00 (1.00-1.01) 0.005 - - 

Left ventricular end-systolic volume 

index (ml/m2) 

1.04 (1.03-1.06) <0.001 - - 

Left ventricular ejection fraction (%) 0.93 (0.91-0.96) <0.001 - - 

Left ventricular mass index (g/m2) 1.01 (0.99-1.04) 0.25   

Infarct size (%) 1.06 (1.04-1.09) <0.001 - - 

Microvascular obstruction 5.55 (2.86-10.8) <0.001 2.77 (1.31-5.86) 0.007 

Global circumferential strain (%) 1.22 (1.14-1.30) <0.001 1.16 (1.07-1.25) <0.001 

CI: confidence interval; HR: hazard ratio. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Kaplan–Meier survival curves for the outcome event. Panel A. Kaplan–Meier 

survival curves for the outcome event stratified by tertile of left ventricular global 

circumferential strain (GCS; log-rank p<0.001). Panel B. Kaplan–Meier survival curves for the 

outcome event stratified by tertile of infarct size (IS; log-rank p<0.001). Panel C. Kaplan–Meier 

survival curves for the outcome event stratified by the presence/absence of microvascular 

obstruction (MVO; log-rank p<0.001). 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) feature-tracking is a fast and accurate modality for 

the assessment of left ventricular (LV) strain using the basic cine CMR sequences 

without any need for a specific encoding pulse. 

 LV global circumferential strain assessed by CMR feature-tracking is significantly and 

independently related to worse outcome in STEMI patients. 

 LV global circumferential strain assessed by CMR feature-tracking provides 

incremental prognostic value over other clinical and CMR variables in STEMI patients. 
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